Effects of behaviorally rewarding hypothalamic electrical stimulation on intracellularly recorded neuronal activity in the motor cortex of awake monkeys.
Effects of hypothalamic stimulation (HS) were studied in intracellular recordings obtained from 125 neurons of the motor cortex (MC). HS that was effective in reinforcing bar-press behavior, i.e. satisfactory for intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS), evoked short-latency (less than 3 ms) activation of these cortical neurons more frequently (42% of cells tested) than did HS that was ineffective in reinforcing bar-press behavior (7% of cells tested). Longer latency activation (greater than 3 ms) and inhibition (of variable onset) also occurred, but their incidence was not significantly different when HS was effective or ineffective in producing ICSS. Effects of HS that was effective in producing ICSS were also examined in 23 cells in which the spikes were followed by afterhyperpolarization (AHP) of 1.4-10 mV amplitude and 1.7-54 ms duration. The amplitudes of AHPs of greater than 8 ms duration were reduced after presentations of HSs that were effective as a reinforcer for ICSS. These results suggest that: (1) MC neurons receive reward-related hypothalamic information through pathways sufficiently direct to produce short-latency activation; and (2) a modulation of spike afterhyperpolarization can be observed in conjunction with reception of this information.